Introduction {#s1}
============

The complete functional GroE chaperonin system (GroEL, GroES) is an exquisite allosteric machine that can initially capture transient hydrophobic pockets on folded proteins or partially unfolding protein intermediates. If the size of the captured protein is sufficiently small (\<50 kDa), the folding intermediates are released into the highly-structured GroEL-GroES (GroE) nanochamber where folding can continue (Gruber and Horovitz, [@B19]). Although initial structural work clearly indicates that the interior of the GroEL nanochamber becomes more hydrophilic to aid the folding reaction (Saibil et al., [@B39]), there is new evidence suggesting that this simple explanation needs to be amended. Specifically, there is increasing mechanistic and structural evidence indicating the unstructured hydrophobic Gly-Gly-Met tetra-repeat C-terminal tails play an important kinetic/structural role in both binding and unfolding the captured protein (Weaver et al., [@B57]). ATP nucleotide hydrolysis results in timed allosteric disruption of the GroE nanochamber to release the protein substrate back into solution. In the absence of any nucleotide (ATP or ADP), GroEL is capable of both capturing and arresting the folding of any protein that is either completely unfolded or, more interestingly, fluctuating in a dynamic equilibrium between folded and partially folded states (Viitanen et al., [@B50]; Smith and Fisher, [@B41]; Smith et al., [@B42]). As shown initially by Martin and Hartl and later by the Valpuesta group, the physiological relevant capture of transient dynamic states could be particularly relevant for organismal survival to prevent mass aggregation during heat stress (Martin et al., [@B29]; Llorca et al., [@B26]).

The nucleotide-free form of GroEL is one of the most promiscuous binders of partially folded proteins that has been encountered to date. Indeed, early purification schemes for GroEL were plagued by co-purification of large and diverse amounts of contaminating proteins and peptides. These contaminants were bound tightly to the now nucleotide-free GroEL as endogenous ATP was diluted and depleted during cell disruption. Early visual analysis by the Lorimer group of the GroEL-captured proteins revealed the contaminating proteins were nascent, unfolded *E. coli* proteins (Viitanen et al., [@B51]). Clark and Frieden further analyzed these contaminants using mass spectroscopy and found a substantial amount of short, cleaved polypeptides were also present prior to removal during final purification steps (Clark et al., [@B11]). Using a very clever *in vivo* experimental design, the Horwich group generated a temperature sensitive GroEL mutant which immediately loses its ability to adopt its nucleotide-bound low affinity state upon upshift to non-permissive temperatures (Sewell et al., [@B40]). Using this mutant, it was found that a significantly large number of nascent *E. coli* proteins (estimated \>330 proteins by MudPIT analysis) aggregated or co-precipitated with GroEL *in vivo* (Chapman et al., [@B10]). Curiously, EM analysis of *E. coli* containing this temperature-sensitive mutant showed highly structured, regular arrays within the cytoplasm. These arrays look quite similar to the inclusions found in some mitochondrial diseases, such as ragged red fiber syndrome, where protein homeostasis and production of the electron transport chain proteins are disrupted. Independently, our laboratory confirmed that large protein substrates with multiple opposing hydrophobic surfaces can induce chaining into extended linear arrays when captured by GroEL and these chains are easily visualized by negative-stain EM (Akkaladevi et al., [@B1]). The key finding from all these experimental observations demonstrates that the nucleotide-free GroEL can capture a wide variety of partially folded proteins with high affinity.

The promiscuous nature of the nucleotide-free chaperonin has been used as a tool to capture and isolate transient protein folding intermediates with the intent to prevent aggregation during concentration. This capture and pause in folding permits folding of target proteins at high concentrations (Fisher, [@B15]). Notably, capture and successful folding using the chaperonin was accomplished in the mg/mL range as compared to the limited success of only observing folding at the μg/mL range in the absence of the chaperonin (Fisher, [@B15]; Smith and Fisher, [@B41]). The chaperonin can be rapidly separated from the substrate protein following ATP release either by attaching GroEL to beads and spinning down (Voziyan et al., [@B55]) or by immunoprecipitating GroEL (Fisher and Yuan, [@B18]; Fisher, [@B16]).

The presence of the nucleotide-free chaperonin can be used to prevent protein aggregation resulting from the presence of dynamic transient states. This aggregation is dependent on both the lifetime of the transient state and the interaction between one of these transient open hydrophobic states with other transient open states. The population of open states results from naturally occurring native structural fluctuations that persist longer in missense mutation disease states. These open, aggregation prone states can collide with one another to form initial small aggregates (dimers or greater) that can either be reversible or irreversible depending on the strength of the protein-protein interaction (Roberts, [@B38]). This aggregation process is particularly problematic for biotherapeutic proteins where the requirement of a long shelf life provides ample opportunities for aggregation to occur. In relation to human health, if similar deleterious long-lived transient misfolding processes occurs within cells, this can lead to detrimental protein aggregation or abnormal protein clearance *in vivo*, ultimately resulting in a protein folding disease phenotype.

In this work, additional experiments are presented that extend our use of GroEL biosensor technologies to (1) detect partially folded populations of mutant-type when mixed with wild-type counterparts, (2) detect differences between wild-type, gain of function, and loss of function folding disease mutations and, (3) utilize GroEL molecular scaffolds to capture or maintain solubility of aggregation prone proteins for EM structural analysis. Specifically, in the first example, GroEL biosensors detect and can potentially quantitate the amount of partially folded mutant-type maltose-binding protein (MBP) when mixed with wild-type. Furthermore, the data demonstrate that this detection response is linear with respect to the amount of mutant-type protein within a low concentration range. The second application expands on our previous work comparing wild- and mutant-type proteins. Using the automated denaturant pulse protocol, one can rapidly assess differences through the acquisition of distinct and separate kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms. In the case presented herein, this comparison is made between wild-type and two missense folding disease mutants for von Willebrand factor (vWF). In the final application, GroEL is used as a scaffold to aid negative-stain EM and tilt series image acquisition to construct low-resolution structures of the aggregation-prone tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) from a mixed population while also visualizing the GroEL-TeNT complexes.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Materials
---------

Bovine Serum Albumin Fraction V (BSA FV) (Sigma Aldrich A9647) was diluted to 1 mg/mL with GroEL Buffer (GB) from a 300 mg/mL BSA FV stock in ultrapure (18.2 MΩ) water. All other materials (buffer agents and salts) were obtained from Fisher Scientific. The cryoSPARC system (Structura Biotechnology) is run on a single Supermicro 4U workstation equipped with 2x NVIDIA Titan Xp GPUs, Intel® Xeon® E5-1630 v4 processor, 4x 16 GB DDR4-2400 RAM, 1.2 TB Intel® SSD DC S3610 for runtime caching, and 4x 4 TB Seagate HDD for data storage (Silicon Mechanics assembled), which is housed in lab.

GroEL purification
------------------

GroEL was purified following protocols outlined previously (Voziyan and Fisher, [@B52]; Lea et al., [@B25]). GroEL stock solutions were stored in GroEL buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) at 50 μM tetradecamer with 50% glycerol at 4°C.

MBP purification
----------------

Wild-type and W169G MBP were expressed in *E. coli* and purified using methods described previously for His~6~ tagged proteins (Xia et al., [@B58]). Purified protein was stored in 20 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 with 100 mM NaCl.

vWF A1-A2-A3 purification
-------------------------

Wild- and mutant-type vWF A1-A2-A3 tridomains with von Willebrand Disease point mutations (V1314D and F1369) engineered into the A1 domain (Tischer et al., [@B45]) were expressed with a C-terminal His~6~ tag on the A3 domain and purified as previously described (Auton et al., [@B4]). Purified protein was stored in vWF buffer (25 mM TRIS, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) at 4°C and used within 2 weeks.

TeNT purification
-----------------

Tetanus neurotoxin was purified in the Baldwin laboratory as previously described (Burns and Baldwin, [@B9]). In brief, site directed mutagenesis was performed to remove the catalytic residues (R372A/Y375F). TeNT(RY) was expressed in *E. coli* and cell lysate was passed over both Ni-NTA and Strep-Tactin resins to twin affinity purify the neurotoxin. Purified protein was concentrated to 1.5 mg/mL in TeNT buffer (30 mM HEPES, 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.6) and frozen at −80°C until use.

GroEL-BLI biosensor construction
--------------------------------

Preparation of the GroEL-BLI biosensor followed similarly to methods previously described (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). GroEL stock solution was buffer exchanged with GroEL buffer (GB) using an Amicon Ultra-4 30 MWCO to remove glycerol and monomers. The exchanged GroEL was then biotinylated using NHS-PEG12-Biotin (Thermo Scientific 21312) at a 20:1 biotin:GroEL ratio for 30 min at room temperature. Biotinylated GroEL (bGroEL) was then buffer exchanged into fresh GB in order to remove excess biotinylation reagent from solution. The GroEL-BLI biosensor was prepared in the beginning of each BLI run by hydrating a streptavidin tip (*forté*Bio 18-5019) in GB for 10 min, followed by a 1 min binding step in 0.5 μM bGroEL with a wash step in GB for 30 s to remove non-bound bGroEL. Loading amplitudes were 5--6 nm indicating saturation of the biosensor surface. As a precaution, GroEL tips were incubated in a BSA solution to block non-specific binding sites (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). Natively folded BSA does not bind to GroEL or inhibit its ability to bind hydrophobic patches. The GroEL-BLI biosensor was then used for subsequent experiments.

Standard curve construction for MBP experiments
-----------------------------------------------

The following seven steps were performed using the BLItz to generate a standard curve using varying MBP concentrations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 μM) for both wild-type and W169G:

  **Step**   **Time (s)**   **Event**          **Composition**
  ---------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------------
  1          30             Initial Baseline   GroEL Buffer (GB)
  2          300            Loading            0.5 μM bGroEL in (GB)
  3          30             Baseline           GB
  4          300            Custom             1 mg/mL BSA FV in GB
  5          30             Baseline           GB
  6          300            Association        MBP WT/W169G/Mix in GB
  7          300            Dissociation       GB

For wild-type/W169G mixture, concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 μM W169G MBP were tested in the presence of 0.5 μM wild-type MBP in order to determine whether the mixture would more closely resemble either the wild-type or W169G MBP response. Each sample concentration for the above experiments was tested three times for reproducibility. Experiments were all conducted at room temperature. Binding responses were extracted at 988.50 s into each run, or 298.50 s into the association step in the above table so as to diminish small contributions from buffer induced refractive index changes during the dip and read procedure.

Z′ factor calculation
---------------------

Z′ factor (read Z prime factor) is calculated for high throughput screening using the formula:
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In the formula above, ${\hat{\sigma}}_{1}$, ${\hat{\sigma}}_{2}$, ${\hat{\mu}}_{1}$, and ${\hat{\mu}}_{2}$ are the sample standard deviations and sample means, respectively, for condition 1 and condition 2. In this study, binding response is the input with condition 1 being pure wild-type and condition 2 being pure mutant-type population. Z′ factors can range from 0 to 1 with any score of 0.5 or better indicating those conditions are appropriate for assay development. If the sample standard deviations are equal, a score of 0.5 indicates there are 12 standard deviations separating the sample means. This data was collected on the single-channel BLItz unit and the assay sensitivity and reproducibility can be improved if the eight-channel Octet is utilized (Lea et al., [@B25]).

Denaturant pulse assay for vWFA1-A2-A3
--------------------------------------

A sample complete run for von Willebrand Factor is represented in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. This triple A domain protein (A1-A2-A3-His~6~ tag) was attached to a Ni-NTA BLI biosensor in an orientation where the A3 domain is closest to the biosensor surface. The vWF denaturant pulse assays were performed on an automated eight-channel Octet RED96 instrument (*forté*BIO) shaking at 1,000 rpm, 25°C. For detailed programming of the denaturant pulse system, see our previous publication (Lea et al., [@B25]). The programmed steps were as follows with the urea range from 0 to 7 M by 1 M step:

  **Step**   **Time (s)**   **Event**          **Composition**
  ---------- -------------- ------------------ ----------------------------
  1          30             Initial Baseline   vWF Buffer (vWFB)
  2          300            Loading            0.6 μM vWF Protein in vWFB
  3          30             Baseline           vWFB
  4          600            Custom             Urea Range
  5          10             Baseline           GroEL Buffer (GB)
  6          300            Association        0.5 μM GroEL in GB
  7          300            Dissociation       GB
  8          5              Regeneration       10 mM glycine, pH 1.7
  9          5              Regeneration       GB
  10         5              Regeneration       10 mM glycine, pH 1.7
  11         5              Regeneration       GB
  12         5              Regeneration       10 mM glycine, pH 1.7
  13         5              Regeneration       GB
  14         60             Regeneration       10 mM NiCl~2~

![Generation of a Kinetically Controlled Denaturant Pulse Isotherm for the Wild-type von Willebrand Factor A1-A2-A3 Triple Domain Fragment. **(A)** Protein is partially denatured during automated urea pulse steps, and **(B)** the GroEL binding amplitude was **(C)** plotted as a function of urea concentration to generate a kinetically controlled denaturation isotherm (Lea et al., [@B25]).](fmolb-05-00046-g0001){#F1}

Runs were performed in triplicate with tip regeneration performed after runs 1 and 2 only. The GroEL binding signal was plotted as a function of denaturant concentration to create kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms for wild-type, gain of function (V1314D), and loss of function (F1369I) mutant vWF (Figures [1B,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Step 4 above was run for 300 s resulting in less GroEL association as compared with the GroEL binding amplitudes presented in **Figure 4**. The denaturant pulse isotherms for both experiments followed the same trend (data available upon request).

Transmission electron microscope sample preparation
---------------------------------------------------

Two hundred mesh carbon-coated copper grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences CF200-Cu) were glow discharged for 20 s at −15 mA in 39 mBar atmosphere. After glow discharge, grids were rested for approximately 20 min before sample application. 4 μL of sample was applied to the rested grid for 1 min and then wicked off using Fisherbrand™ P8 Grade filter paper. Grids were washed once with ultrapure water and wicked off as fast as possible. The grids were then stained for 5 s with 0.022 μm filtered 0.75% uranyl formate (Electron Microscopy Sciences 22451) in ultrapure water and then wicked dry. Grids were completely dried overnight on filter paper inside a 100 mm Petri plate. All EM images were acquired using 100 keV JEOL-JEM 1400 transmission electron microscope aside from the tilt series.

Tilt series acquisition and alignment
-------------------------------------

A pre-made grid was loaded into a single tilt axis holder and inserted into a FEI Tecnai F30 G2 Twin transmission electron microscope. After beam alignment, the grids were manually scanned for well-isolated complexes. Once found, a tilt series was taken from 0° to +60° and then 0° to −60° every 2°. The series was combined in order by the microscope\'s capture software. The single .mrc stack file was separated into single micrograph .mrc files using *excludeviews* command from IMOD (Kremer et al., [@B24]). The single frames were manually realigned using midas from IMOD. Frames −60° to −56° and +58° to +60° were excluded from final processing as the grid bar blocked the electron beam.

GroEL-TeNT ATP release sample preparation
-----------------------------------------

The following steps were run on the single channel BLItz unit:

  **Step**   **Time (s)**   **Event**          **Composition**
  ---------- -------------- ------------------ ---------------------
  1          30             Initial Baseline   GroEL Buffer (GB)
  2          60             Loading            0.5 μM bGroEL in GB
  3          30             Baseline           GB
  4          600            Association        0.5 μM TeNT in GB
  5          30             Baseline           GB

After the run was completed, the biosensor tip was transferred into a PCR tube containing GB + 450 mM NaCl + 10 mM ATP (stock solution at pH 7.5) for 10 min to release the captured TeNT. After release, the sample was stained for EM without resting the grid first and with 2 additional wash steps between sample and stain to remove phosphate ions, which precipitates uranyl ions.

GroEL-mAb complex sample preparation
------------------------------------

Modified biotin GroEL biosensors were prepared exactly as it would be for normal GroEL biosensors with the sole difference the replacement of NHS-PEG12-Biotin with NHS-SS-Biotin. Once adequate binding of the IgG was observed via BLI, the tip was manually held in a 3 μL drop of 50 mM DTT for 20 s. The sample was then processed as normal for EM analysis.

GroEL-TeNT thermal sample preparation
-------------------------------------

Equimolar concentration (500 nM) of TeNT and GroEL were mixed in GroEL Buffer and incubated at 25°C 200 rpm for 24 h. Samples were diluted to 7 nM and stained as described.

TeNT reconstruction using cryosparc system
------------------------------------------

Single particle reconstructions were performed on images taken on a 100 keV JEOL-JEM 1400 transmission electron microscope of thermal GroEL-TeNT complex grids. EMAN2 was used to pick particles, perform CTF correction, generate structure factor, and generate .star files for future processing (Tang et al., [@B43]). The data from 537 particles was then imported into the cryoSPARC system using the .mrc and .star files (Punjani et al., [@B37]). *Ab initio* modeling and one round of refinement were performed in cryoSPARC using default settings aside from double the pre- and post-annealing default iterations. Twenty-two angstrom (22 Å) resolution was generated using a 0.143 FCS score. cryoSPARC was used for the tilt series reconstruction using the same steps, but the input images were of only 28 TeNT particles, with each particle having 57 views, corresponding to each angle in the tilt series. These views from the tilt series were input as individual 3D particles. The total number of 2D tilted views that went in the reconstruction of the tilt series generated dataset was 1,500. The I-TASSER structure (Zhang, [@B61]) was fit into both the single particle reconstruction and tilt series electron density maps using molecular dynamics flexible fitting (Trabuco et al., [@B47]).

Developing GroEL into a direct biosensor to detect partially folded protein populations within protein mixtures {#s3}
===============================================================================================================

GroEL biosensors
----------------

Noting the promiscuous capture efficiency of the chaperonin GroEL, biosensors were developed with the goal of detecting protein populations that possess exposed hydrophobic regions. Many proteins exist as dynamic equilibrium mixtures of folded and hydrophobic, partially folded species. These hydrophobic entities (and regions) can either exist as long-lived, stable species or flickering, transient species that appear and disappear as a function of time. It is possible to detect the presence of transiently unfolded species that exist for a long enough window of time to collide with GroEL in their open state. The existence of this fluctuating equilibrium is particularly important when evaluating the integrity of protein populations that may be susceptible to slow aggregation reactions. Protein populations that expose transient hydrophobic patches are often the primary event that eventually leads to deleterious aggregation. This makes this approach relevant when determining if pre-aggregation hydrophobic species are present in concentrated biotherapeutic formulations. The binding site of GroEL can accommodate domains of large protein to detect partially folded hydrophobic regions which cannot fully enter the nanochamber. The visualization of the GroEL-protein complexes may be useful in identifying regions that lead to aggregation during long-term storage.

The pharmaceutical industry is intensely interested in stabilizing biotherapeutic proteins to increase shelf-life, enhance or engineer product stability, increase drug delivery efficacy, and to avoid patient immune response against the biotherapeutic protein arising from aggregation products. The development of the biolayer interferometry (BLI) GroEL biosensor permits direct assessment of protein stability in concentrated protein solutions of biotherapeutics or related examples (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). BLI label-free methods are preferable over surface plasmon resonance (SPR) methods because the former technique does not rely on microfluidic flow through microchannels. The latter method (SPR) can be easily compromised by aggregation events, resulting in microchannel blockage and fouling. In addition to the aggregation phenomenon, high protein concentrations will result in immense refractive index changes during an SPR run that must be subtracted from the sensogram. The scheme illustrated in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates a typical BLI GroEL biosensor output sensogram. A unique feature of this GroEL biosensor system is the release of the partially folded protein or hydrophobic transients from the biosensor surface during ATP incubation. This ATP dependent reversal of protein binding to GroEL results in a return to the baseline before capture indicating that the GroEL-protein interaction specific for the GroEL binding site (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). If stabilization of the protein is achieved either through the alteration of the formulation solution, the addition of stabilizing ligand, or genetic engineering, the capture by the GroEL biosensor is diminished, sometimes quite dramatically (Naik et al., [@B33]; Lea et al., [@B25]; Pace et al., [@B36]).

![General Scheme on the Use of Biolayer Interferometry and GroEL Biosensor. The biosensor can be used to detect the appearance of pre-aggregates (here shown on the left as IgG localized unfolding (green helix). The GroEL biosensor can capture the unfolded region even though the majority of the IgG is properly folded. On the right-hand side, a representative sensogram is shown where association and dissociation phases can easily be seen. The dissociation is non-specific interactions. This is confirmed by specific interaction reversal by ATP addition. The green curve demonstrates how a specific stabilizer could limit IgG association with GroEL.](fmolb-05-00046-g0002){#F2}

In an expansion of the use of the GroEL biosensor, it is of interest to determine if one can detect increases in mutant-type population within a mixture of wild- and mutant-type protein. Proof of concept experiments are presented in this section for the model protein maltose-binding protein (MBP). MBP with the W169G missense mutation is a less thermally stable protein, resulting in a dynamic equilibrium between folded and partially folded conformers. First, demonstration of a linear binding response with respect to the protein concentration after a certain time (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} -- dotted line) is generated for pure populations of either wild- or mutant-type protein and the amplitudes are plotted as a function of concentration. Next, it is of interest to determine how this linear response of the mutant-type protein behaves when MBP species are mixed in solution. Experimental setups such as these may help determine if the mutant protein misfolding is independent or dependent of the presence of the wild type protein. In the latter situation, this type of an assay may be helpful in assessing the ability of mutant-type proteins to induce misfolding of stable wild-type species. The potential interactions between wild- and mutant-type folds leading to an induction of misfolding can be applicable toward understanding the impact of protein misfolding in some disease states. This situation is particularly relevant for instances where one mutant allele results in dominant negative phenotypes as seen with many tumor suppressor p53 mutations.

![Wild- vs. Mutant-Type MBP Capture by GroEL Biosensor. **(A)** Raw biosensor traces at 2 μM for wild-type (light gray), W169G (black), and the mixed population (dark gray). The dotted line indicates the end of association, which is the amplitudes used for the linear response. **(B)** Linear response of wild-type and destabilized mutant-type MBP capture versus concentration (triangles and circles, respectively). For pure protein population, the x-axis is absolute concentration. Dose-dependent response of doping mutant-type MBP into wild-type is shown in squares. For the protein mixtures, the x-axis value is the concentration of mutant-type added to a solution containing 0.5 μM wild-type. R-squared values for the wild-type, W169G, and mixture are 0.964, 0.996, and 0.961, respectively. The Z\' factor for wild-type versus mutant-type response at 2 μM is 0.649, which indicates the response of this system is reliable to develop an assay that can distinguish between mixtures and homogenous proteins.](fmolb-05-00046-g0003){#F3}

Detection of mutant population within a mixed solution of wild- and mutant-type MBP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The GroEL biosensor detected the greatest increase in binding amplitude for the mutant population alone as compared with the synonymous concentration of wild-type MBP (Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The mixed population biosensor binding amplitudes showed a slight decline in sensitivity as compared to the pure populations. However, the mixture of wild type and mutant protein still show an increased binding response as compared to the wild-type protein alone (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, this increased response is linear with respect to the concentration of mutant-type subpopulation with the shallower slope indicating the lessened sensitivity. Light scattering measurements at 320 nm showed no increase suggesting that the presence of large aggregate species is not prevalent in any of the mixture samples, supporting the notion that the binding amplitude from the GroEL biosensor was due to the presence of pre-aggregate subpopulations. This lessened sensitivity is most likely due to reduced collisional frequency effects simply from the presence of native folded MBP. The calculated Z\' factor between the pure wild- and mutant-type populations at 2 μM concentration is 0.649. Any Z\' factor above 0.5 indicates that this concentration and conditions is useful for assay development (Zhang et al., [@B60]; Lea et al., [@B25]).

Thus, it is possible to detect a change in binding signal due to the increased presence of less stable hydrophobic species. Disparities in linear response between mutant-type alone and wild-/mutant-type mixture populations are predicted to be substantially altered (diminished) if the wild- and mutant-type proteins interact to bury the exposed hydrophobic faces.

Comparison of kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms of wild- and mutant-type von willebrand factor using GroEL-BLI denaturant pulse assay {#s4}
=================================================================================================================================================

Denaturant pulse assay
----------------------

The kinetic stability of aggregation-prone proteins can be determined using a unique chaperonin dependent denaturant pulse assay. This technique assesses the stability of proteins immobilized on BLI biosensor surfaces after a time-controlled pulse in various denaturant solutions. GroEL binding to hydrophobic patches on the unfolded protein amplifies the unfolded protein signal. The development of this method is discussed in a previous publication from this laboratory (Lea et al., [@B25]). Kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms were rapidly and reproducibly generated for several protein systems. In this current work, the denaturant pulse approach is expanded to encompass new and more complex systems. To illustrate the expanding utility of this method, denaturation isotherms of wild- and mutant-type von Willebrand Factor (vWF) triple A domain were collected and compared. Many missense mutants have a tendency to aggregate in solution during conventional stability analysis. Therefore, the immobilization of missense mutants prior to performing the denaturant pulse assay avoids this common difficulty.

von willebrand factor
---------------------

vWF is a multimeric plasma glycoprotein which initiates platelet adhesion at sites of vascular injury. Under high shear stress, vWF unravels and binds to platelets and collagen to create a plug to stop bleeding. von Willebrand Disease (vWD) is a bleeding disorder affecting approximately 1% of the world population. This hereditary disease is caused by mutations that cause quantitative deficiencies of vWF or qualitatively alter vWF function. Mutations in A1 of the triple A domain of vWF alter its specificity for the platelet receptor GP1bα. Mutations in A3 can affect its collagen binding affinity. Finally, mutations in A2 cause defective intracellular transport or enhance proteolysis of a scissile bond recognized by the soluble blood metalloprotease (ADAMTS13), which helps regulate the multimeric size of vWF (Keeney and Cumming, [@B23]). Some vWD mutations that change A1-GP1bα binding specificity result in local misfolding of the A1 domain (Tischer et al., [@B45], [@B44]; Zimmermann et al., [@B62]; Machha et al., [@B27]) causing both gain and loss of function phenotypes. Two such mutations are V1314D, a gain of function mutation that causes increased platelet adhesion, and F1369I, a loss of function mutation that does not adhere to platelets at all. The GroEL-based BLI denaturant pulse assay was used to assess the kinetic stability of vWF A1-A2-A3 for both wild-type and partially disordered vWD point mutants.

vWF wild- & mutant-type denaturant isotherms
--------------------------------------------

The kinetically controlled denaturant isotherms for wild-type, F1369I, and V1314D vWF triple A domains are shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. GroEL binding to these misfolded triple A domain variants was assessed as a function of urea concentration using a BLI denaturation pulse assay. vWF-GroEL association was confirmed with direct observation using EM (see section Release and EM Analysis of Proteins Released From Biosensor Surfaces). Although, the gain of function mutant V1314D had exposed hydrophobic patches under little or no denaturant as evidenced by GroEL association at these urea concentrations, the denaturant pulse profiles for wild-type and V1314D were similar at high urea concentrations. By contrast, F1369I and wild-type had similar GroEL binding at low urea concentrations, but at high denaturant conditions the F1369I exhibited significantly higher binding by GroEL.

![vWF Kinetically Controlled Denaturant Pulse Isotherms for Wild- and Mutant-Types. Kinetic denaturation isotherms for the wild-type (circles), gain of function mutant (squares), and loss of function mutant (triangle) overlaid for comparison. The closed and open arrows denote the potential corrective ligand induced responses that may restore wild-type denaturant pulse profile and protein function.](fmolb-05-00046-g0004){#F4}

In equilibrium denaturation profiles using urea, the thermodynamics of vWF triple A domain unfolding has been described as three domains linked in a linear fashion in which unfolding of each domain proceeds orderly with the simultaneous unfolding of A1 and A2 at low urea followed by A3 at high urea (Auton et al., [@B5]). Evidence suggests that in the absence of urea, the A1, A2, and A3 domains interact with each other and mutations can disrupt these interactions as a result of their intrinsic effects on the single domain (Auton et al., [@B7]). It is possible that the interactions between domains observed in the wild-type protein are differentially altered depending on the structural location of a mutation (Zimmermann et al., [@B62]), whether the mutation occurs at a domain interface, its intrinsic effect on thermodynamic stability of a domain (Auton et al., [@B6]), and/or its propensity for local disorder (Zimmermann et al., [@B62]). These intrinsic properties of the vWF triple A domain would therefore lead to different GroEL binding efficacies thus altering the urea denaturant pulse dependence of GroEL binding.

For V1369D, the disordered structure of the A1 domain (Tischer et al., [@B45]) is such that GroEL is able to bind to the vWF triple A domains even with low urea concentrations. By contrast, F1369I requires a much higher urea concentration to yield extensive GroEL binding. These observations imply that structural disorder induced in the A1 domain by these mutations result in altered quaternary A1-A2-A3 domain interactions that are differentially recognized by GroEL. The structural disruption of A1 by V1314D is so severe that GroEL readily recognizes exposed hydrophobic regions without urea denaturation. Conversely, F1369I, which also misfolds the A1 domain, may cause A1-A2-A3 domain to reorganize its quaternary structure forming unnatural domain interfaces which are stabilized against urea denaturation, thereby requiring higher urea to achieve similar levels of GroEL binding. This differential binding by GroEL depending on the mutation may be reduced by post-translational glycosylation, which normally decorates the vWF surface but are lacking when bacterially expressed.

The BLI denaturation pulse assay for the wild- and mutant-type proteins may have potential to be used as a rapid drug discovery platform. Performed with candidate small molecule stabilizers generated using *in silico* selection algorithms, this assay could be used to determine if the test compounds rectify the structural origins of misfolding. Any compound which returns proper folding to the mutant-type protein would return the mutant denaturation isotherm to match that for wild-type (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} arrows). Although these mutations presented herein are both in the A1 domain, a different stabilizing compound may be required to correct each specific mutation as the two mutants do not have the same effect on the denaturation isotherm and likely represent two different misfolding events which need to be stabilized.

The ability to generate kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms for entire sets of phenotypically distinct single site mutations may offer researchers a unique tool with the advantage of distinguishing properties of different mutant-types. A recent comparison of the wild type and mutant maltose binding protein constructs used in section Introduction also shows clearly different denaturation isotherms (Trecazzi and Fisher, [@B48]). For specific missense disease proteins, the observation of these kinetic differences in mutant stabilities indicate that one may have to design very specific correctors for specific mutations, strengthening the case for implementing personalized/precision medicine approaches to rectify both common and rare protein folding diseases.

Transmission electron microscopy analysis of GroEL captured proteins {#s5}
====================================================================

Protein 3D reconstruction using cryoEM
--------------------------------------

Advances in obtaining atomic resolution structures using cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) still depend on sample integrity and purity (Earl et al., [@B14]). Before starting cryoEM imaging, it is imperative to assess sample integrity, which is usually accomplished by visualizing the sample using negative-stain EM. Optimal samples are those that are highly pure and homogenous with respect to conformation. Additionally, these negative-stained images can sometimes be used to generate preliminary 3D envelopes that can be useful to train automated particle picking programs. As with all negative-stain protein samples, there are caveats that must be considered, such as flattening and grid adherence effects, which in turn may lead to diminished conformational and orientation diversity. Despite these caveats, negative staining is still the much preferred first step in sample evaluation due to ease of preparation and relatively low cost. In solution, GroEL stabilizes aggregation prone proteins by temporarily removing misfolding species and preventing them from interacting with other proteins (Horwich et al., [@B20]; Tyagi et al., [@B49]). By pairing GroEL with the biosensors we can extend the use of this tool to study both the stability of target proteins and the location of the unfolding. The use of the chaperonin as both a capture-release and a capture scaffold platform that can facilitate visualization of the structures of aggregation-prone proteins using a very small quantity of sample will be discussed. The ability to immobilize and assemble complexes on the biosensor surface followed by release into microvolume drops permits determination of their structural integrity. Importantly, by demonstrating that it is possible to visualize proteins released from the GroEL biosensor surfaces, this capture-release technique enables one to potentially view conformations of aggregation prone proteins, a common problem that confronts many researchers who want to obtain credible 3D protein structures for their protein system of choice.

GroEL stabilization of aggregation-prone proteins
-------------------------------------------------

### GroEL-anthrax protective antigen stabilization

The observation that the large 440 kDa protective antigen (PA) prepore structure can form stable complexes with the GroEL chaperonin in solution (see Figure 1 from Katayama et al., [@B22]) led to surmise GroEL-folded protein substrate complexes could also be visualized using EM. Thus, initial work from this laboratory confirmed that one can capture large folded protein complexes on the GroEL chaperonin and easily visualize these stable captured complexes using negative-stain EM. From these micrographs, low-resolution negative-stain reconstructions of the bound anthrax pore structure were obtained while simultaneously avoiding misfolding of this aggregation-prone toxin pore (see Figure 2 from Katayama et al., [@B22]). The compiled results from this analysis are summarized in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. These early results using GroEL as a molecular scaffold to capture the transitioned pore indicated that these low-resolution structures are quite similar in shape to the atomic resolution anthrax pore structures solved by Hong Zhou\'s group in 2015 (see Figure 1 from Jiang et al., [@B21]). In further agreement, domain 4 lacked electron density in both the atomic and the GroEL captured PA pore electron density maps, which is attributed to increased flexibility of this domain and not the limitation of the capture system. The formation of the complex between GroEL and the anthrax pore were driven primarily by electrostatic interactions and were easily reversed when ATP was added. In contrast to the physiological transition condition of low pH, the GroEL-PA prepore transition was accomplished by incubation in 1 M urea at 37°C. This condition is tolerated by both GroEL and GroEL-PA complex and is sufficient to permit the PA unfolding/refolding transition to occur while remaining bound to GroEL as a scaffold. This GroEL capture of the PA prepore allows successful transition from PA prepore to PA pore without allowing off-pathway aggregation, which predominates when PA transitions in solution. This is likely due to the fact that the GroEL-PA pore complex has a larger size (1.24 MDa) and, therefore, has a much slower diffusion rate as compared with the PA pore alone. Most importantly, this approach shows large macromolecular structures can be easily resolved while bound to GroEL. In the following sections, numerous examples are presented where this methodology is useful in aiding in the visualization of other folded proteins that are captured by the GroEL chaperonin.

![Schematic of the Protective Antigen Anthrax Pore Capture and Conversion. **(I)** 2D class computational averaging of GroEL-PA pore from the micrographs. **(II)** Masking of 2D class averages to reconstruct PA pore alone. **(III)** 3D envelope of isolated PA pore reconstructed using SPIDER, revealing the long β-barrel pore. **(IV)** PA pore functionality was as tested by both **(A)** cation transport and **(B)** lethal factor translocation assays. Micrographs obtained at UMKC. Adapted from Katayama et al. ([@B22]).](fmolb-05-00046-g0005){#F5}

### Solution stabilization of tetanus neurotoxin

#### Tetanus neurotoxin

From the past 200 years of research into tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT), much about its functionality is known. However, the mechanistic details and the physical changes which accompany membrane insertion and protein transport across membranes under low pH conditions are unknown. To better understand this process, it is important to obtain the atomic structures of the neurotoxin upon neuron binding, membrane interface association, and membrane insertion via cryoEM. At the time that this manuscript was being assembled, a crystal structure and a cryoEM structure of tetanus neurotoxin was published (Masuyer et al., [@B30]). Even so, the negative-stain images of GroEL-TeNT and TeNT presented herein possess great similarity to the cryoEM TeNT structure with the 3D reconstructed electron density maps being in agreement. The following section highlights the ease by which this was accomplished and indicates that even a single resulting electron microscopy tilt series of the GroEL-TeNT complex exhibited discernable electron density surface topology that is highly similar to the cryoEM surface representation. In addition, it is demonstrated that a 3D reconstruction of TeNT can be generated using as few as 28 individual particles imaged as a tilt series.

#### GroEL prevents aggregation under low salt conditions

The previous three examples (MBP, IgG, & vWF) have demonstrated the use of GroEL in conjunction with BLI, but, as previously mentioned, GroEL can also be used in solution to prevent protein misfolding and aggregation. Once purified, TeNT is stored in a high salt solution (0.5 M NaCl) as it will aggregate under low salt conditions (0.05 M). However, aggregation of TeNT under low salt conditions can be prevented by addition of GroEL, presumably through the capture and release cycles of aggregation-prone, misfolded TeNT molecules. This permits visualization of TeNT using negative-stain EM, where the staining protocol becomes problematic due to high salinity.

#### Tilt series on the GroEL-stabilized TeNT

With the ability to visualize TeNT without aggregation, the gridded and stained TeNT can be imaged using a tilt enabled electron microscope and specimen holder. A tilt series was collected for this sample using a 200 keV field emission gun (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A representative aligned tilt series is provided as a movie in Supplemental Video [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. One can clearly discern the cross like structure of the bound TeNT protein and the domain that interacts with GroEL appears to be the extended receptor binding domain. Comparison with the cryoEM single particle reconstruction envelope (EMD 3588) supports this conclusion. Supplied with only one single tilt series, 3D reconstruction of tetanus is not possible due to the limitation of the tilt angle preventing total conformation coverage. Additionally, as there is no preferred binding orientation between TeNT and GroEL, the pooling of images from multiple complexes does not result in a 3D envelope of the toxin likely due to differential GroEL capture of TeNT. This difficulty did not hamper the reconstruction of the GroEL-PA pore complex as the entire toxin was exclusively bound on top of the GroEL nanochamber as well as the complementary 7-fold symmetry match which aided to orient all PA pore in the same orientation relative to GroEL (Katayama et al., [@B22]). The reconstruction of the current complex is hindered by flattening effects due to dehydration and staining inherent in the negative-staining protocol. This flattening is evident by the GroEL appearing flat in the tilt series, lacking its characteristic barrel shape (Supplemental Video [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This solution based reconstruction does not rule out the possibility of generating molecular structure for the GroEL-TeNT complex. Immobilization of TeNT in the same orientation may force GroEL binding at one site generating identical complexes. Orientation specific attachments have been engineered for TeNT previously (see discussion in Figure 10 in Lea et al., [@B25]).

![Schematic of Tilt Series Image Capture. **(Left)** Representative micrograph of negative-stained GroEL bound to TeNT. The grid is scanned for isolated complexes to avoid protein overlap at high tilt angles. An appropriate complex is boxed in orange. **(Right)** Enlargement of boxed complex for detail. GroEL can be seen as four parallel bands (green bracket). Captured TeNT (red bracket) can be seen as white density above GroEL. This complex is then repeatedly imaged at 2° increments. Representative tilted image captures are shown at the bottom. Micrographs obtained at MU EMC.](fmolb-05-00046-g0006){#F6}

#### TeNT reconstruction from negative-stain tilt series

Unlike the GroEL-TeNT complexes, the non-aggregated monomeric TeNT within the same field can be reconstructed using both single particle reconstruction and particle tilt series. Single particle reconstruction uses only the 0° tilts and hundreds of picked particles. In contrast, fewer particles can be used for reconstruction if the protein is repeatedly imaged while adjusting the tilt angle. The tilt angle is controlled by the acquisition software to ensure equal spacing of 2° between images. Using the cryoSPARC system, an electron density map can be constructed from only 28 unique particles (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; purple mesh, right). The movie for one aligned TeNT tilt series can be seen in Supplemental Video [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This limited dataset reconstruction matches the traditional single particle reconstruction, which required \>500 particles, (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; blue mesh, left) but did not require hundreds of particles to be picked. With further constraints on the input views as shown in Bartesaghi et al. ([@B8]), higher resolution information could be obtained. The number of images generated from the tilt series of 28 particles yielded 1,500 views. Additionally, these two negative-stain reconstructions correlate, despite lower resolution, with the recently published work which solved the high resolution structure of TeNT by both cryoEM, created using 200,000 particles, and the SAXS ensemble (Masuyer et al., [@B30]). The resolution of these two negative-stain electron density maps can most certainly be improved by using higher tilt angles, increasing the number of particles picked, and ensuring the particles represent greater orientation coverage. However, the purpose of these initial reconstructions was not for high resolution but to demonstrate that low particle numbers can render reasonable low-resolution reconstructions using the cryoSPARC system. This approach may be very useful in situations where small amounts of purified complexes are assembled on BLI biosensors that are then released into microvolumes and visualized using negative-stain EM (see section Release and EM Analysis of Proteins Released From Biosensor Surfaces; Naik et al., [@B31], [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]); thus, the reconstructions only achieved low-resolution. Although this molecular envelope is low-resolution (approximately 22 Å), the model can be used as a valid training dataset for automated neural network particle picking programs for both negative-stain EM and cryoEM micrographs.

![Negative-stain EM Comparative Reconstructions: Single Particle Reconstruction & Particle Tilt Series Reconstruction. **(Left)** Blue envelope of traditional single particle reconstruction using micrographs from Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Red ribbon structure of I-TASSER modeled protein fit using molecular dynamics into the envelope. **(Right)** Purple surface representation of reconstruction of 28 particles from tilt series acquisition. The green ribbon structure is the same I-TASSER fit into the map using MDFF. In this orientation, the receptor binding domain is placed on the left in each reconstruction.](fmolb-05-00046-g0007){#F7}

Release and EM analysis of proteins released from biosensor surfaces
--------------------------------------------------------------------

As has been shown in sections Developing GroEL into a direct biosensor to detect partially folded protein populations within protein mixtures and Comparison of kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms of wild- and mutant-type von Willebrand Factor using GroEL-BLI denaturant pulse assay, the combination of BLI and GroEL is a powerful tool to assess protein stability. However, as BLI output is in nanometer shift in the interference spectrum and does not carry structural data, it requires the assumption that the expected protein complexes are being constructed on the biosensor surface. To validate complex assembly, the purported GroEL-protein complexes can be orthogonally confirmed using negative-stain EM. Using the proper conditions, the complexes formed in the previous sections can be released from the biosensors after complex assembly, and then gridded and stained with heavy metals (see section Materials and Methods for Experimental Details). Using this technique, the GroEL-protein complexes can be directly visualized. For other techniques that reveal high and low resolution election density envelops of protein complexes such as crystallography or small angle X-ray scattering respectively, it is ideal that the sample consists of homogeneous complexes. If the target protein is inherently varied with respect to conformational heterogeneity (multiple conformations), analyzing the structural outputs by these methods becomes problematic. With EM analysis, each complex can be examined individually and therefore the binding heterogeneity can potentially be revealed in each case, particularly if random tilt series methods are applied. While mass spectroscopy can also identify target protein composition upon ATP induced release from the GroEL chaperonin, the maintenance of solubility during EM analysis is critical. Including the natural anti-aggregation chaperonin protein allows one to obtain low resolution structures of both free and bound substrate protein chaperonin complexes. With GroEL-Protein substrate complexes, previous and new examples shown below indicate that direct EM visualization allows one to broadly identify which folded yet hydrophobic region(s) of the target protein interact with the GroEL chaperonin at its promiscuous protein substrate binding site.

### Release of GroEL-vWF complexes from Ni-NTA biosensors

For experiments where the GroEL-protein complexes were formed in the reverse orientation where the protein of interest is immobilized, like the vWF denaturation pulse assay presented section Comparison of kinetically controlled denaturation isotherms of wild- and mutant-type von Willebrand Factor using GroEL-BLI denaturant pulse assay of this paper, it is possible to visually confirm of the denaturant induced GroEL association. For experiments where the protein of interest has a His~6~ tag, the protein can be immobilized using Ni-NTA biosensors. The coordination between the His~6~ tag and the Ni^++^ ion can be gently reversed using either imidazole competition or EDTA chelation. It is imperative to optimize the eluent concentration and elution time using the BLI. By releasing captured proteins into a microvolume drop (3--4 μL), the concentration of any released protein will be relatively high and appropriate for EM. As an example of this release and visualization, the Ni-NTA tip used for the 2 M urea pulse on V1314D was released and stained for negative-stain EM. In this micrograph, it is possible to discern the distinct A1-A2-A3 domain extension, especially in the top view (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}; red box). As the His~6~ tag is on the C-terminus of vWF, this orients the A3 domain closest to the biosensor surface and, therefore, sterically hindered against GroEL binding. Additionally, the previous solution equilibrium data indicates the A1 domain unfolds first (Auton et al., [@B4]). With these two facts, it is most likely the A1 domain captured by GroEL. Although it is not possible to definitively identify the interacting domain with this sample, additional experiments could identify the interacting domains. For example, the addition of an anti-A1 antibody and its distinct density on the GroEL-vWF complex would help identify the GroEL interacting domain via negative-stain EM. In this particular field, the free GroEL observed is a consequence of not washing the biosensor before release. Extensive dissociation of the GroEL from vWF is not observed (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} GroEL dissociation trace).

![Imidazole Release of GroEL-vWF Complexes from Ni-NTA Biosensor. Representative field of gridded and stained V1314D vWF-GroEL complexes formed after a 2 M urea denaturant pulse. Multiple complexes can be seen as white on dark background. Top view of the complex is boxed in red, in which it is possible to observe the three domains of vWF. Side view of the complex is boxed in blue. Non-complexed GroEL top and side views are boxed in black and green, respectively. Micrographs obtained at KUMC.](fmolb-05-00046-g0008){#F8}

### GroEL-IgG complexes released from GroEL biosensor surface

As shown in section Developing GroEL into a direct biosensor to detect partially folded protein populations within protein mixtures, GroEL biosensors are capable of detecting pre-aggregate transients that exist in solution before it is possible to observe larger scale aggregates using size exclusion chromatography or microflow imaging (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). In order to discern what region of IgG preferentially interact with GroEL, a cleavable biotinylation reagent needs to be employed so the GroEL-protein complex can be released. Replacing the standard biotinylation reagent with one containing a disulfide bond between the biotin moiety and the amine reactive group accomplishes this feat. Incubating the modified GroEL biosensor in 50 mM DTT will reduce the disulfide linkage to release GroEL-IgG complexes into solution. Similar to the imidazole release, optimization of the DTT incubation and release should be performed using BLI. Additionally, the same methodology for microvolume release and EM processing can be used as described above and previously (Naik et al., [@B31], [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]). An example of this release is shown in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}. The four, parallel dark bands are GroEL and the extra density to the top right of GroEL is the captured IgG (Naik et al., [@B33]). Although there was clear protein densities bound to GroEL in the 2014 Naik paper, upon further inspection of the micrographs there were individual EM images of the entire IgG molecule bound to GroEL. In views of the clearer, well-defined complexes, the IgG is bound to GroEL through its Fc portion of the antibody. This region is commonly found to be where aggregation prone antibodies display enhanced fluctuations (Pace et al., [@B36]).

![GroEL-IgG complex EM image. **(Left)** Representative particle of the DTT released complex from the modified bGroEL biosensor. The four parallel dark bars are GroEL (green bracket). The dark, extra density to the top right of GroEL is the captured IgG (red bracket). **(Right)** Same image where the proteins are false colored to aid in visualizing the protein boundaries. Images obtained at KUMC.](fmolb-05-00046-g0009){#F9}

Although the GroEL binding platform only indicates general regions where hydrophobic region exposure occurs on the Fc regions, the EM visualization of these GroEL-Ab complexes may also indicate aggregation prone regions (Pace et al., [@B36]). In some cases, these hydrophobic regions are pinpointed more precisely through the use of the more sensitive and elegant HDX assay. HDX examines which protein regions have changes in the dynamics and electrostatic interactions governing transient protein-protein interactions and finds them to be located within Fc regions (Majumdar et al., [@B28]; Arora et al., [@B2], [@B3]). Of note, some these reversible interactions have been documented to be governed by electrostatic interactions. It is also possible that the ring of negative charge which surrounds the GroEL substrate binding site could also contribute to GroEL-Ab interactions. This notion, that some of these interactions may be electrostatic in nature, has not been specifically tested. This could be easily determined by adjusting the ionic strength of the solution or by adding in positively charged species such as arginine.

### Release of GroEL captured aggregation prone proteins from biosensor surfaces

For the GroEL biosensors, one can exploit the native functions of the chaperonin to release the captured proteins for visualization. As previously stated, GroEL can hydrolyze ATP to initiate folding and subsequent release of substrate proteins from GroEL. If the GroEL biosensor is introduced to an ATP solution, the captured proteins will be released into solution. As previously, the microvolume method and optimization by BLI should be utilized. An example using TeNT as the protein substrate is given in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen in the sensogram, 10 mM ATP achieves nearly full release within 5 min. The experiment can be repeated in the microvolume drop and prepared for EM imaging (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The enlarged fields show the distinct three domain structure of TeNT.

![Tetanus Neurotoxin Capture and ATP Release by GroEL Biosensor. Top: BLI sensogram indicating biotinylated GroEL association **(A)**, TeNT capture by the GroEL biosensor **(B)**, and ATP release of TeNT from GroEL biosensor **(C)**. Bottom: Enlargement of TeNT capture and release steps to highlight amplitude change for capture and release. The baselines before association and after ATP dissociation match indicating that the signal increase and decrease are solely from GroEL capturing and releasing TeNT (red arrows). The large initial shifts in the trace for the ATP phase **(C)** are due to a refractive index changes and not a change in protein binding.](fmolb-05-00046-g0010){#F10}

![ATP Release of Tetanus Neurotoxin from GroEL Biosensor. **(Left)** Representative field of gridded and stained TeNT after release from GroEL biosensor using ATP. Multiple copies of the protein can be seen as white on dark background (orange boxes on the duplicate image below). **(Right)** Higher magnification of isolated TeNT molecules. In the magnified field, the three domains of tetanus can be observed. For comparison, the envelope and ribbon structure from Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} have been oriented in the same view as the particle and recolored to match the white on black of the EM image. Images obtained at KUMC.](fmolb-05-00046-g0011){#F11}

Conclusion {#s6}
==========

The GroE chaperonin system has a distinct advantage that the nucleotide-free state of the large chaperonin oligomer maintains a constant hydrophobic surface that can capture transient or existing solvent exposed hydrophobic patches. This fact offers a superior level of detection capabilities for partially folded states that are unique to this particular chaperone. While other protein chaperone classes such as the Hsp90, 70 and small Hsp proteins exhibit similar global recognition properties of hydrophobicity, the GroEL chaperonin class (Hsp60) has a high affinity substrate capture state that is more promiscuous than other systems. Most importantly, specific binding is easily reversed. Although there are many reviews indicating the absolute requirement of the Hsp10 co-chaperonin class for release of more stringent substrates, our laboratory has found that this requirement is not necessary if folding osmolytes or osmolyte mixtures are included along with ATP to reverse binding to the chaperonin (Voziyan et al., [@B54]; Voziyan and Fisher, [@B53]; Fisher and Katayama, [@B17]). With regard to the other chaperone classes, the Hsp90 and Hsp70 proteins exhibit various binding states for hydrophobic proteins, but their nucleotide-free forms are often not the highest affinity capture state. In the Hsp90 class, there are a number of co-chaperone accessory proteins that are required for substrate specificity and binding. The small heat shock protein class certainly binds to hydrophobic regions to sequester aggregation-prone proteins, and so they have been termed holdases. However, these small heat shock proteins require other chaperone protein systems such as the Hsp70 system to facilitate release and folding (Zwirowski et al., [@B64]). For other Hsp families, such as the Hsp100 class, the oligomeric forms, which bind to protein aggregates, are not stable as these chaperone proteins assemble and disassemble in a nucleotide dependent manner (Zolkiewski et al., [@B63]). From the standpoint of constructing immobilized chaperone biosensor platforms, the above-mentioned chaperone classes for the most part have to be specifically oriented on the biosensor surface to properly position the one prominent substrate binding site on these Hsp classes. In contrast, the GroEL chaperonin system is much easier to immobilize as it possesses two opposing binding sites. Even random immobilization schemes always result in the exposure of at least one binding site.

Based on the properties of the chaperonin, there are a few limitations that may impair the utility of the GroEL based detection platforms. The simplest limitation for chaperonin based detection of partially folded substrates depends on the surface electrostatic field that surrounds the chaperonin binding site (Coyle et al., [@B13]). For example although the chaperonin readily binds to neural folding disease proteins such as Aβ amyloid and α synuclein (Ojha et al., [@B34]; O\'Neil et al., [@B35]) the chaperonin was unable to bind to aggregation prone tau perhaps due to electrostatic repulsion effects (preliminary data). Indeed, electrostatic effects on binding were also demonstrated with the anthrax toxin (discussed above in section GroEL-anthrax protective antigen stabilization) In this work, we present the use of GroEL and biosensors together to distinguish differential kinetic binding and stability differences that can be observed with between wild type and mutant variants of two proteins, MBP and vWF. Although we have previously demonstrated that the chaperonin capture platform can distinguish between native and mutant forms of various other mutant proteins (Naik et al., [@B32] -- wild type and mutant transthyretin mutants; Correia et al., [@B12] -- wild type and mutants of frataxin), the previous chaperonin bead-based methods were tedious and cumbersome. The biosensor denaturant pulse approach applied with the vWF variants shows that this type of comparative analysis easily highlight kinetic stabilities differences between wild type and various mutant forms and most importantly, dramatically accelerates mutant comparison analysis. The GroEL biosensor is based upon the GroEL chaperonin and its properties, namely its promiscuous nature to bind and capture any exposed hydrophobic patches. Therefore, the GroEL biosensor should bind to any target protein with exposed regions. Since mutant hydrophobic surfaces can be variable (e.g., different m values from chemical denaturation profiles), the kinetic partitioning binding reactions of the chaperonin onto the target protein biosensor results in distinct kinetic profiles. We can certainly envision instances where mutant vs. wild type comparisons may fail, seen previous for protein fragment comparisons (e.g., CFTR NDB1 in Lea et al., [@B25]). For detecting mutant populations in solution using the chaperonin biosensor approach, rapid aggregation of mutants will also interfere with one\'s ability to clearly differentiate between mutant classes. In addition, there could also be instances where mutant and wild type proteins may naturally exist in kinetically destabilized states (i.e., intrinsically disordered regions). In this latter case, the chaperonin biosensor systems may not be able to distinguish between these two dynamic states.

In the first set of experiments, the prospect of analyzing protein mixtures with the chaperonin system was explored. This approach is particularly intriguing given the wide range of alterations in protein integrity that can lead to enhanced downstream aggregation. The GroEL biosensor systems are useful in discriminating between stable and dynamically unstable species that can exist within one protein solution. To expand on this approach, it may be useful to assess the degree of possible chemical modification of protein populations that result in destabilization, resulting in more aggregation prone species. These altered protein populations can then be released from the GroEL biosensor and analyzed by highly sensitive mass spectroscopy methods. To further enhance the chaperonin detection methodologies, it will be useful to develop bulk approaches where larger concentrations of chaperonins are used to interact with the bulk system rather than a smaller biosensor. Indeed, bulk type experiments have been used to capture entire dynamic transient protein systems that rely on insuring that the chaperonin protein is present in excess of the target protein (Smith et al., [@B42]; Correia et al., [@B12]).

However, it is important to reemphasize how the chaperonin biosensor approaches can dramatically accelerate the detection of these transient dynamic states that exist in solution over the above mentioned bulk methods. This development is particularly relevant in that it provides rapid solution-based kinetic analysis that can even complement other more structurally intensive evaluations of protein dynamics such as hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectroscopy methods. For example, our previous evaluations of examining the protein stability of particular IgG molecules (Pace et al., [@B36]) both with biosensor partitioning kinetics and examining GroEL-IgG complexes by electron microscopy are orthogonally supported by comprehensive HD exchange mapping of dynamic regions within same antibody samples (Toth et al., [@B46]). It will be particularly interesting to compare the association kinetics of protein solutions that contain dynamically fluctuating populations of native and partially unfolded populations with global HD exchange kinetic profiles. For example, the association kinetics of proteins partitioning onto chaperonin biosensors contain multiple kinetic phases where in some instances, a burst in association kinetics is followed by a slower steady rise in signal (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This burst kinetics profile followed by a slow steady rise in signal is also observed in global HD exchange kinetic outputs (Yan and Maier, [@B59]).

While the mesophilic GroEL chaperonin system isolated from *Escherichia coli* is broadly applicable in monitoring the stability of target proteins using the denaturant pulse experimental platform used in the second experimental section, it may be very interesting to expand the denaturation conditions to include those that are sometimes encountered in cellular environments. For example, the *E. coli* chaperonin exhibits a broad stability range across temperature and pH as assessed by various structural monitors (Naik et al., [@B33]). It will be intriguing to determine if this stability range can be expanded or dramatically shifted by using chaperonin systems isolated from extremophiles. It may be possible to assess the cold stability of a target protein using a chaperonin isolated from psychrophilic organisms in a similar denaturation platform. Psychrophilic chaperonins are often used in bacterial expression system to help fold proteins that have a tendency to aggregate at higher temperatures. Likewise, chaperonins from thermophilic, acidophilic, barophilic, and halophilic organisms may be useful to expand the denaturation conditions of target protein to include higher temperatures, acidic conditions, high hydrostatic pressures, and high ionic strength solutions. Similar to the *E. coli* chaperonin, these extremophile systems will likely be able to detect the pre-aggregate states of target proteins. The detection of pre-aggregate states are much more rapid and most importantly, detection occurs before large scale aggregation takes places. Popular evaluation aggregation propensity depends on techniques such as microflow imaging and size exclusion chromatography where these methods rely on separation or direct visualization of time dependent increases in molecular weight (Pace et al., [@B36]). GroEL biosensors, on the other hand, appear to detect the formation of transient or long-lived hydrophobic patches on monomeric states.

Finally, others have begun to use chaperonins as both capture platforms and enhanced structural probes for electron microscopy to probe the nature of protein aggregation reactions. Recently, G. M. Clore\'s group used the *E. coli* chaperonin protein to decorate prion polymers to enhance visualization of hydrophobic patches using EM analysis. What was particular striking from the image analysis in this work was the observation that GroEL bound to the extended fibular arrays in a surprisingly discernable repeating pattern. Given that the chaperonin is primarily binding hydrophobic patches, it is logical to conclude that regular hydrophobic patterns exist within these aggregated arrays (Wälti et al., [@B56]). In a related approach, the demonstration that large proteins can bind to the chaperonin binding site may be useful in pinpointing specific aggregation prone regions if enough complexes can be formed for reconstruction analysis, particularly if one simply focuses on the interaction regions exclusively without including more flexible regions (Naik et al., [@B33]; Pace et al., [@B36]; Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} this work).

The data presented herein illustrates the broad utility of using the promiscuous chaperonin to (1) capture kinetic transients, (2) distinguish various mutant-type folds, and (3) enhance structure assessment of large proteins using electron microscopy. All of these applications arose from the simple observation that the binding affinity of some folding proteins leads to folding arrest and long-term sequestration of protein substrates. As noted above, it will be interesting to expand the role of chaperonin capture and release strategies to examine initial structural stages of protein aggregation, a truly elusive reaction time regime that may provide enormous benefits in understanding the molecular basis of some human protein folding diseases.
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